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Abstract
Acyl – Activating Enzymes (AAEs) activate carboxylic acids through adenylation, a conserved
function in all living organisms. The first step of the cannabinoid pathway in Cannabis sativa
L. is considered to be the activation of hexanoic acid by an Acyl – Activating Enzyme (AAE),
called CsAAE1. Previous research has explored the function of CsAAE1, but there is no
comparison of CsAAE1 with closely related enzymes from Cannabis or other plant spp. It was
hypothesized that CsAAE1 originated from a Cannabis specific tandem duplication and
subsequent neo-functionalization due to different subcellular localization. CsAAE12 is a close
relative of CsAAE1 from Cannabis, but the function of CsAAE12 and its homologues in the
peroxisome is still unknown. In this study, genetic analysis of a recently sequenced Cannabis
genome indicated that CsAAE12 is the tandem duplicate and paralogue copy of CsAAE1. To
better elucidate the evolution of these genes and explore their function, CsAAE1, CsAAE12
and three orthologues of CsAAE12 from M. domestica, P. andersonii and A. thaliana were
cloned to E. coli, in order to obtain the respective proteins. Subsequently, a luciferase-based
substrate specificity assay was conducted to test the ability of the five enzymes to activate
different carboxylic acids. Moreover, we wanted to explore the potential neofunctionalization of CsAAE1 compared toCsAAE12. In our experiments, we tested the
activation of hexanoic acid, as well as octanoic, decanoic and p-coumaric acid for
comparison with the activation of hexanoic acid. Hexanoic acid was shown to be activated
by all five enzymes. There are still ambiguities in the results, which hardle drawing
conclusions regarding the sub-neofunctionalization of CsAAE1 compared to CsAAE12. From
our results, it was not possible to draw decisive conclusions about the function of CsAAE12
and its orthologues in the plant peroxisome. Various improvements for the current
experiment, as well as recommendations for future experiments are discussed, in order to
expand the knowledge around the evolution of AAEs and their association with plant
metabolism.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Biosynthesis of phytocannabinoids in Cannabis sativa
Phytocannabinoids are chemical compounds (prenylated polyketides) produced by two
precursors: Olivetolic Acid (OA) and Geranyl Diphosphate (GPP). OA is a diphenol (resorcin),
which carries an alkyl chain. GPP is a cyclic monoterpene (Gagne, 2012; Andre, 2016;
Degenhardt, 2017). The two precursors (OA and GPP) derive from two separate metabolic
pathways. OA originates from the polyketide pathway in the cytoplasm and GPP mainly from
the plastid methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway. A schematic overview of the
cannabinoid pathway is illustrated in figure 1.
The polyketide pathway towards the production of OA, initiates with the activation of a
carboxylic acid, called hexanoic acid (or hexanoate) (Stout et al., 2012). The key AAE in
Cannabis sativa L. (Cannabis) for the activation of hexanoic acid is CsAAE1, by catalyzing its
conversion to hexanoyl-CoA, via the process of adenylation (see paragraph 1.2) and using
hexanoate and CoA as substrates (Marks et al., 2009; Stout, 2012). The source of hexanoic
acid in Cannabis trichomes is still unknown, but there are currently two possible scenarios
(Marks et al., 2009). One possible scenario is that hexanoate derives from the Lipoxygenase
(LOX) pathway. The other scenario supports that hexanoate is produced by an early
termination of the fatty acid biosynthesis and the following cleavage of the hexanoyl moiety
or its transfer to CoA by specialized enzymes.
Activated hexanoic acid (hexanoyl-CoA) is further processed by two enzymes, tetraketide
synthase (TKS) and olivetolic acid cyclase (OAC) (Gagne et al., 2012). TKS is a type III
polyketide synthase, which catalyzes an aldol condensation of hexanoyl-CoA with three
molecules of malonyl-CoA (Fellermeier et al., 2001; Raharjo et al., 2004). OAC is a dimeric
α+β barrel (DABB) type protein (Gagne et al., 2012). It is known that OAC works together
with TKS towards the production of OA (Gagne et al., 2012).
In planta, TKS produces an intermediate substrate (intermediate A). OAC converts the
substrate produced by TKS (intermediate A) into OA. Researchers in various studies tried to
induce the production of OA in vitro, by providing all the necessary components of the
pathway (Taura, 2009; Gagne, 2012; Stout, 2012). OA was in some cases produced, but
surprisingly, three other by-products were also formed, which are not found in Cannabis.
The three by-products are olivetol and two a-pyrones (HTAL, PDAL). The three by-products
(PDAL, HTAL, olivetol) may be produced if recombinant TKS condensates two instead of
three molecules of malonyl-CoA to hexanoyl-CoA, leading to the formation of another
intermediate substrate (intermediate B). If intermediate B is hydrolyzed, pentyl diacetic acid
lactone (PDAL) will be formed. If intermediate B is not hydrolyzed, TKS will condense
another malonyl-CoA molecule and lead to the production of intermediate A. If intermediate
A is hydrolyzed, hexanoyl triacetic acid lactone (HTAL) will be produced. If intermediate A is
not hydrolyzed, it might be converted to olivetol by TKS or to OA by OAC (Taura, 2009;
Gagne, 2012; Stout, 2012; Degenhardt, 2017).
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In plants, GPP is produced by the plastid methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway or the
cytosolic mevalonate (MVA) pathway (Fellermeieretal., 2001; Marks et al., 2009).
Fellermeier et al. (2001), illustrated that more than 98% of GPP in Cannabis is produced via
the MEP pathway and thus in the plastids of Cannabis’ cells. In the MEP pathway, pyruvate
and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (GAP), which derive from glucose, are condensed into the
formation of 1-deoxyxylulose 5-phosphate (DXP) (Rohmer et al., 1996).DXP then undergoes
a sequence of seven complicated reactions (e.g. phosphorylations, transfer reactions etc.)
resulting to the formation of Isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl diphosphate
(DMAPP). IPP and DMAPP are the building blocks of isoprenoids. In Cannabis, IPP and
DMAPP are condensated by prenyltransferases into the formation of GPP (Burke et al.,
1999).
After the formation of OA and GPP, GPP is geranylated to OA by the enzyme cannabigerolic
acid synthase (CBGAS) (or Cannabis prenyl transferase 1 (CsPT1)), thus catalysing the
production of cannabigerolic acid (CBGA) (Fellermeier and Zenk, 1998). CBGA is considered
the first phytocannabinoid and the main precursor of other phytocannabinoids (Fellermeier
and Zenk, 1998). Different oxidative cyclization of the monoterpene moiety is induced by
three different oxidocyclases; THCA synthase is catalyzing the production of THCA
(Sirikantaramas et al., 2004; Taura et al., 2007), CBDA synthase the production of CBDA
(Sirikantaramas et al., 2004; Taura et al., 2007) and CBCA synthase the production of CBCA
(Morimoto et al., 1998). There are many more phytocannabinoids that have been found in
Cannabis Most of the other phytocannabinoids derive from CBGA, THCA, CBDA and CBCA
after a non-enzymatic decarboxylation (due to heat or light) or autooxidation (Crombie et
al., 1968).

Cytosol
Polyketide pathway

Figure 1. The biochemical pathway towards the biosynthesis of phytocannabinoids (from Roukens, 2018 and
subsequent modification from the author of this study)
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1.2. Acyl Activating Enzymes
Numerous carboxylic acids participate as a substrate for further processing in the
metabolism of all living organisms. Carboxylic acids can be used in metabolic pathways only
after they are activated and have become chemically reactive. Activation of carboxylic acids
is a process called adenylation. Adenylation is an essential process and a conserved
mechanism in all living organisms, including plants. In general, adenylation occurs with the
utilization of specialized adenylating enzymes, which induce the thioesterification of a
carboxylic acid.
Adenylating enzymes are very diverse (Shockey, 2011). Currently, there are different
adenylation domain structures amongst the adenylating enzymes. The superfamily of
adenylating enzymes consists of three subfamilies: 1) Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases
(NRPS), 2) Acyl-CoA or aryl-CoA synthetases and 3) Luciferase oxidoreductases (Schmelz,
2009). The three subfamilies of adenylating enzymes show around 20% of sequence
similarity and have a similar protein structure (Gulick, 2009). The Acyl Activating Enzymes
(AAEs) studied in this research belong to the second subfamily (Acyl-CoA synthetases) of
adenylating enzymes and can be found in all living organisms (Shockey, 2003).
Activation of carboxylic acids is conducted in a two-step reaction between a carboxylic acid
(substrate) and ATP in all subfamilies of adenylating enzymes (Gulick, 2009; Schmelz, 2009;
Shockey, 2011). As it can be seen in figure 2, in the case of AAEs, adenylation initiates with
the carboxylic acid substrate reacting with ATP, which leads to the replacement of the
hydroxyl leaving group of the carboxylic acid with adenosine monophosphate. Essentially,
during the first step of the reaction there is the formation of a carboxylate adenylate (AMPbound) intermediate and the release of pyrophosphate (PPi). In the second step of the
process, Coenzyme A (CoA) conducts nucleophilic attack. During nucleophilic attack, the
sulfur of CoA donates an electron pair to the adenylate intermediate, which leads to the
formation of the relevant thioester (activated carboxylic acid) and the release of AMP
(Schmelz, 2009; Shockey, 2011).

Figure 2. The two-step reaction of adenylation (from Roukens, 2018).
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Regarding AAEs’ conserved protein structure, they contain a big N-terminal domain and a
small C-terminal domain. The two domains are connected with a lysine “hinge” residue,
which facilitates a 140o rotation of the C terminal after the first step of the reaction. The
140o rotation is necessary for the successful replacement of AMP with CoA in the second
step of the reaction (Gulick, 2009; Roukens, 2018). Apart from the conserved protein
structure, all AAEs share a 12 amino acids AMP binding motif. A carboxylic acid substrate
binds in a so-called substrate binding pocket, which is located in the N-terminal. Due to the
large number of potential substrates, the amino acid residues consisting of the substrate
binding pocket of AAEs are quite diverse (Guclick, 2009).

Figure 3. Protein structure of AAEs. Yellow: Large N-terminal domain; Dark and light blue: the two central βsheets that consist the core of the N-terminal domain; Purple: β-sheet at the end of the N-terminal domain; Red:
Small C-terminal domain; The lysine “hinge” residue is located at the active site, which is found between the two
domains (from Shah et al., 2009).
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1.3. Evolution of CsAAE1 & Aim of the study
CsAAE1 is currently believed to be the gene expressing the first enzyme of the cannabinoid
pathway in Cannabis. In accordance with the contribution to the cannabinoid pathway,
CsAAE1 was found by Stout et al. (2012) to be expressed abundantly in glandular trichomes
of Cannabis. In the same study, the main source of hexanoyl-CoA (activated hexanoic acid)
was explored; two genes (CsAAE1 and CsAAE3) were selected, in order to be compared using
a substrate specificity assay. These two genes were selected by Stout et al. (2012) based on
the high expression of CsAAE1 in Cannabis’ trichomes and the high homology of CsAAE3 with
an A. thaliana gene that is known to be able to activate hexanoic acid. Stout et al. (2012)
showed that the substrate of preference for CsAAE1 is hexanoate and constructed a
phylogenetic tree (see Appendix II, figure A2), in which CsAAE1 was grouped in Clade II,
whereas CsAAE3 in clade V (not shown in phylogenetic tree). Because CsAAE1 is localized in
the cytosol, whereas all other AAEs from Clade II are localized in the peroxisome or the
plastid of the plant cells, Stout et al. (2012) hypothesized that: CsAAE1 is a gene that
originates from a Cannabis-specific tandem duplication and a subsequent neofunctionalization due to the different subcellular localization.
However, CsAAE1 and CsAAE3 are distant relatives compared to other genes included in the
phylogenetic tree of Stout et al. (2012). Specifically, CsAAE12 belongs in Clade II oftheir
phylogenetic tree and was illustrated to be adjacent of CsAAE1 in the Cannabis genome that
was available at the time. The function of CsAAE12 remains unknown.
A previous student of WUR (Jaap Roukens) started exploring the phylogenetics of CsAAE1.
Roukens initiated his research by selecting sequences from the plant order Rosales with high
homology to CsAAE1, as well as sequences of AAEs that were previously identified in
scientific literature. Eventually, 174 sequences were chosen from 10 plant spp., which were
included to the phylogenetic analysis using the Geneious software. A phylogenetic tree was
created by the Geneious software using the FastTree plugin (see Roukens, 2018). Moreover,
a peroxisomal signal prediction algorithm (Predplant) was used to estimate the subcellular
localization of the expressing proteins in the cells of the respective plants.
The phylogenetic tree that was produced by Roukens consisted of nine clades (phylogenetic
tree not shown here). Clade II (see figure 4) was chosen for further investigation as it
included the sequences of CsAAE1 and CsAAE12. Clade II included fourteen sequences, of
which nine were predicted to have the peroxisomal targeting signal (PTS1). By looking at
figure 4, it is observed that CsAAE1’s amino acid sequence has differentiated from CsAAE12.
Therefore, it is expected that CsAAE1 has a new function compared to CsAAE12. The
substrate specificity of CsAAE12 was not investigated by Stout et al. (2012), which can
potentially give a better insight in the role of AAEs in the peroxisome and confirm the
hypothesis of Stout et al. (2012) regarding the evolution of CsAAE1 and its supposed neofunctionalization compared to its ancestor gene. Therefore, the research question, in which
this study will focus, is:
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RQ: Did CsAAE1 originate through tandem duplication and a subsequent neofunctionalization due to the different subcellular localization?
Regarding the origination of CsAAE1, genetic analysis of a recently published Cannabis
genome (Grassa et al., 2019) was conducted, in order to examine if CsAAE12 is adjacent to
CsAAE1. If the findings from our study coincided with the results of Stout et al. (2012), this
would confirm the hypothesis that CsAAE1 is the tandem duplicate and paralogue copy of
CsAAE12.
Regarding the potential neo-functionalization of CsAAE1 compared to CsAAE12, if CsAAE1
has indeed diverged from its ancestor function, then the following sub-question arises: What
is the function of CsAAE12 and its orthologues (Clade II) in the plant peroxisome?
Due to the presence of CsAAE12 orthologues in most of the plants spp. included to this
research (eight plant spp. from the order Rosales, one from the order Brassicales), we can
hypothesize that these enzymes have an important and conserved function in plant
metabolism. In order to explore the function of the enzymes in Clade II, CsAAE1, CsAAE12
and three other sequences with the PTS1 were chosen to be explored in a functional analysis
with a substrate specificity assay, using the same method as Stout et al. (2012). The three
additional sequences that were chosen for functional analysis were PaAAE (P. andersonii accession code: PON3700), MdAAE (M. domestica - accession code: XP_008393274.1) and
AtAAE17 (A. thaliana). PON3700 (P. andersonii) was selected as it is the most closely related
orthologue of CsAAE12. XP_008393274.1 (M. domestica) was included in the functional
analysis, in order to test for the conservation of CsAAE1’spotential ancestral function across
the plant order Rosales. AtAAE17 was included in the functional analysis, as A. thaliana
belongs to the order Brassicales. As a more distantly related species, the inclusion of
AtAAE17 could potentially give information about the evolutionary conservation of AAEs
across plant orders, thus highlighting the importance of these AAEs’ unknown function.
Additionally, A. thaliana is a commonly used model plant and potential findings will be of
high importance for the scientific community.
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Given the phylogenetic relationships (see figure 4), if the functional analysis illustrates that
CsAAE12 and PON3700 activate the same substrates, but different compared to CsAAE1,
then we could conclude that CsAAE1 is neo-functionalized. However, if all three enzymes
activate either different or the same substrates, then it is not possible to draw conclusions
regarding the neo-functionalization of CsAAE1. Due to the sequence similarity of CsAAE12
and its orthologues with CsAAE1, we expect that all the five selected proteins have the
ability to activate hexanoic acid.

Figure 4. Zoom in Clade II of the phylogenetic tree made by Roukens (Source: Roukens, 2018). The peroxisomal
targeting signal prediction can be visualized on the right. The sequences with a green indication were included in
the substrate preference assay
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2. Materials & Methods
In order to test the function of the five enzymes of interest (CsAAE1, CsAAE12, MdAAE,
PaAAE, AtAAE17), the following procedures had to be conducted:
1. Transform six E. coli cultures, each one with the respective gene of interest;
and one with an empty plasmid to be used as a negative control
2. Confirm the presence of the gene of interest in the five E. coli plasmid
vectors, as well as the absence of inserted genes in the vector to be used as
negative control
3. Induce the protein expression of the E. coli cultures
4. Conduct His-tag purifications
5. Confirm the presence of the correct-sized proteins with SDS-PAGE
6. Estimate the protein concentration for each of the purified enzymes by
using the BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin) protein’s known concentrations
7. Conduct a pre-test to illustrate the linear association between luminescence
and ATP concentrations
8. Conduct a substrate specificity assay (functional analysis) using the six
purified recombinant enzymes
In most cases, researchers that are interested in purifying proteins and utilizing the purified
proteins in experiments, they conduct the eight before mentioned procedures with the
order that are expressed above. It is a common practice to maintain the purified proteins in
a fridge or freezer, in order to be utilized the desired day. Nevertheless, this was not possible
in our case due to the proteins’ restricted lifespan. By storing the purified proteins in the
fridge or freezer, the proteins lost their function. Therefore, in our experiments, the protein
purifications and the substrate preference assay had to be conducted in the same day. Due
to this complication, the order of the eight processes mentioned above had to be rearranged. In order to have sufficient time for protein purifications and substrate preference
assay in one day, the eight procedures were conducted in the following order:
1. Transform six E. coli cultures, each one with the respective gene of interest;
and one with an empty plasmid to be used as a negative control
2. Confirm the presence of the gene of interest in the five E. coli plasmid
vectors
3. Induce the protein expression of the E. coli cultures
4. Conduct the His-tag purifications
5. Conduct a pre-test to illustrate the linear association between luminescence
and ATP concentrations
6. Conduct a substrate specificity assay (functional analysis) using the five
purified recombinant enzymes
7. Confirm the presence of the correct-sized proteins with SDS-PAGE
8. Estimate the protein concentration for each of the purified enzymes by
using the BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin) protein’s known concentrations
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Basically, steps 1-3 were conducted in separate days as they would in a normal situation, but
steps 4-6 were conducted in one day without first confirming that the correct proteins were
purified and without estimating the protein concentration of the purified enzymes.
Subsequently, steps 7 and 8 took place; step 7 was made to confirm that the obtained
results were based on the correct proteins; step 8 was used to obtain the protein
concentrations and use them for the calculation of the normalized enzymatic activity (as if
the same amount of each enzyme was used in the assay).

2.1. Presence of recombinant genes
The six E. coli cultures that contained the five gene constructs and one with an empty
plasmid were taken from the -80 oC glycerol stock of Roukens (for more information
regarding the E. coli transformations, see Roukens 2018). The five E. coli cultures contained
pETDuet-1 vectors with the respective gene of interest. The sixth E. coli culture contained
only a pET-11a empty vector without any gene insertion (empty vector – EV). EV was
included in the experiment to be used as negative control. The E. coli cultures were plated
on fresh LBA plates, which contained 100μg/ml Ampicillin. After incubating the plates on
37oC overnight, colonies that appeared individually (one independent colony) were
randomly selected and inoculated to 5ml LB with 100μg/ml. In addition, the selected
colonies were re-plated to new LBA plates with 100μg/ml Ampicillin and stored in 4oC, in
order to be easily accessible in case they had to be recovered. Miniprep of the selected
colonies grown in liquid LB was conducted the next day according to QIAprep® Miniprep
protocol and six plasmids were isolated, one for each of the six constructs. A restrictiondigest was made to the six plasmids, using the PstI and EcoRI restriction enzymes which
were visualized on an electrophoresis gel, in order to confirm the presence of the six
expected constructs in the respective E. coli colonies.

2.2. Induction of protein expression
To prepare bacterial cells for purification, a starter culture was made by inoculating 5ml LB
medium with 100μg/ml Ampicillin and 1% glucose. Subsequently, 500μl of the starter
culture were added to 250ml flasks, which contained 50ml nutrient rich medium (2xYT) and
100μg/ml Ampicillin. The six flasks (five with protein, one with empty vector) were
incubated at 37 oC, 250rpm for 2-3 hours until the optical density (OD600) was between 0.60.8. When the optimum OD600 was reached, protein expression in BL21-DE3 E. coli strains
was induced by the addition of 200μl 1M IPTG to each of the six flasks. The six flasks were
incubated overnight at 18 oC, 250rpm. The next morning the content of each flask (50ml)
was transferred to falcon tubes and was centrifuged at 3400rpm for 15 minutes. The
supernatants were discarded and the pellets containing the bacterial cells (with the
expressed proteins) were kept in the freezer (-20 oC) until utilizing them for His-tag
purifications.

2.3. His-tag protein purification
The six bacterial pellets (five proteins and one empty vector) were re-suspended with 1ml
lysis buffer (50mM NaH2PO4, 300mM NaCl, 10mM Imidazole, pH=8 using NaOH) and 1%
protease inhibitor cocktail (P8849 Sigma). The following process described in this paragraph
is recommended to take place in 4oC and therefore it occurred in the cold room. 1mg/ml
12

lysozyme was added to the bacterial cells, which then were incubated on ice and sonicated
to be lysed and release their protein content. 10μg/ml ribonuclease A was added to each
falcon tube to cleave any RNA molecules that are present and could potentially interfere
with the substrate preference assay. The lysate was then transferred to a 2ml Eppendorf
tube and was centrifuged at 15000rpm for 25 minutes. The supernatant was re-transferred
to a new 2ml Eppendorf tube and re-centrifuged at 15000rpm for another 15 minutes. After
the second centrifugation, the supernatant was transferred again to another Eppendorf tube
(volume capacity not important). During the centrifugations, 300μl of homogenized Ni-NTA
beads (Ni-NTA Superflow, QIAGEN) were pipetted (with a cut pipet tip) to a filter column
(Poly-Prep® Chromatography Columns, Bio-rad) and were let to settle for 10-15minutes.
After equilibrating with 2 x 1ml washing buffer (50mM NaH2PO4, 300mM NaCl, 20mM
Imidazole, pH=8 using NaOH), the bacterial cell lysate was added to the filter column and the
flow-through was collected in an 1.5ml Eppendorf tube. In order to wash off the undesired
proteins, 1ml of washing buffer was added five times in the filter column and the flowthrough was collected in a single falcon tube. Finally, in order to unbind the desired enzymes
from the columns (one enzyme per column), 150μl of elution buffer (50mM NaH2PO4,
300mM NaCl, 250mM Imidazole, pH=8 using NaOH) were added five times to each filter
column and five eluted fractions containing the respective purified enzyme were collected in
five separate 1.5ml Eppendorf tubes (E1-E5).
To obtain a first indication about the protein concentration in the elution fractions obtained
from the His-tag purifications, 3μl of each elution fraction were added to a Bio-rad
nitrocellulose membrane (0,2μm). Membranes with protein samples were soaked first in
20ml Ponceau 0.1% acetic acid 5% solution and agitated for 10 minutes in a petri dish; then
agitated for four minutes in water for distaining. The most intensely stained fractions
contained the majority of the purified protein. A combination of the elution fractions that
were mostly stained occurred and the content was transferred to a Slide-a-Lyzer MINI
Dialysis Unit (10K MWCO, 0.1 mL, ThermoFisher). The six mini dialysis units were left to be
dialysed 2 x 1hour in 1L of dialysis buffer (50mM NaH2PO4, 300mM NaCl, 12.5% glycerol,
100μl/L β-mercaptoethanol, pH=8 using NaOH) with mild stirring. The aim of the dialysis was
to dilute the imidazole (high concentration resulting from the utilization of elution buffer
during the His-tag purifications) in the protein solutions as much as possible, as it could
potentially interfere with the results of the substrate preference assay.

2.4. Luciferase-coupled assay for measuring ATP depletion
For the substrate specificity assay, a luciferase-based protocol was utilized, as it has
previously been used successfully for the same purpose by Schneider et al. (2005) and
subsequently by Stout et al. (2012).
Luciferin is the substrate of the enzyme luciferase. In the presence of oxygen and ATP,
luciferin reacts with luciferase (see figure 5). The reaction that is catalyzed by luciferase is an
adenylation, thus a reaction similar to the activation of carboxylic acids by AAEs (see figure
2). The reaction of luciferin and luciferase leads to the production of oxyluciferin and light,
as well as other by-products (see figure 5).
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Figure 5. Reaction catalyzed by firefly luciferase (from Luciferase Assay System Protocol Revised 8/15, Promega)

Light produced from the luciferin-luciferase reaction was used to estimate the decrease in
the ATP concentration (ATP depletion) due to the activation of a substrate by the proteins of
interest.
2.4.1. Pre-test to confirm linear association between ATP and luminescence
First, a pre-test was made to test whether photon emission caused by the luciferin-luciferase
reaction is directly proportional to the ATP concentration. To illustrate the linear association
between luminescence and the ATP concentration, 8 gradially decreasing ATP
concentrations were used (100μM, 50μM, 25μM, 10μM, 5μM, 2.5μM, 1μM and 0μM). The
various concentrations of ATP were added into tubes with the addition of 250μM MgCl2,
1mM DTT and 0.1M Tris-HCl pH=7.5 in the final volume of 200μl MQ water. A 2x stock
solution (200μM) of ATP was prepared and the respective volume was added to each tube,
in order to achieve the desired concentration of ATP. To avoid altering the concentrations of
the other reagents in the pre-test, ATP was diluted in 0.1M Tris-HCl pH=7.5. Therefore, the
pre-test was conducted by using 24 samples (8 ATP concentrations x 3 true replicates).
Moreover, a LUCI mix was prepared, which contained 0.5μg firefly luciferase, 2.3μg luciferin,
1mM MgCl2 and 0.1M Tris-HCl pH=7.8 in the final volume of 100μl MQ water for each one of
the 24 samples that were due to be tested.
Three subsamples of 2μl were taken from each of the 24 samples of the pre-test and were
injected in 96-well microplates. Subsequently, each 2μl sample was mixed with 100μl of LUCI
mix, in order to measure the luminescence produced by the respective ATP concentration. It
was crucial to not let the LUCI mix in the well with the 2μl sample, as the luminescence could
be affected by the progress of the luciferin-luciferase reaction in the presence of ATP. To
avoid this complication, a Promega GloMax Β® 96 Microplate Luminometer was used to
measure the produced luminescence. The specific luminometer has the ability to
automatically inject the appropriate volume of a given solution (in this case LUCI mix) and
measure the produced luminescence after a chosen time (in this case immediately). For our
purposes, the luminometer was set to a basic Promega protocol with the following settings:
1 injector, 0 seconds delay before measurement, 1 run/sample, 0 seconds delay between
runs, 100μl injection volume, 2 seconds delay after injection and before measurement, 10
seconds integration time.
The results of the pre-tests described above confirmed the linear association of
luminescence and ATP concentrations, but they are not provided in this report.
Nevertheless, during the substrate preference assays, pre-tests were conducted again, in
order to obtain results using the reagents that were actually used in the assays. Those
results are presented in the Results, paragraph 3.2.1.
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2.4.2. Substrate preference assay
The function of four of the five enzymes (CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE, AtAAE17) is unknown,
thus many substrates should be tested to increase the possibility for interesting findings. The
first step that was chosen towards the exploration of the function of the four enzymes was
the testing for the ability to activate hexanoic acid due to the high sequence similarity of the
four enzymes with CsAAE1. In addition, the other substrates that were chosen to be tested
are the medium-chain fatty acids ocatonate (C8) and decanoate (C10). Also, p-coumarate
was included in the substrate preference assay, in order to test if the selected proteins are
able to activate substrates containing aromatic rings. Apart from hexanoate, the choice of
substrates was quite arbitrary. Stout et al. (2012) showed that CsAAE1 was able to activate
hexanoate and octanoate very efficiently. Decanoate was activated by CsAAE1 about half
efficiently compared to hexanoate and p-coumarate was only slightly activated (see
Appendix II, figure A1). Thus, decanoate and p-coumarate were candidates that may be
activated more efficiently compared to CsAAE1 by the other four enzymes included in this
study.
For the substrate assay, the before mentioned four carboxylic acids (substrates) were tested
for their ability to be activated by each of the five recombinant proteins, as well as the EV.
EV is expected to not induce any ATP depletion during the substrate preference assay, as
there is no purified protein expected to be present in the EV Eppendorf tubes from the Histag purifications. ATP naturally degrades in room temperature, thus the reductions that
were illustrated in the reaction tubes with EV were possibly due to this natural degradation
of ATP.
In this study, due to lack of sufficient time to test all substrates in one day, two substrate
preference assays were conducted. During the first assay, the ability of the five enzymes and
EV to activate hexanoic and octanoic acid was tested. During the second assay, we tested
the activation of hexanoic, decanoic and p-coumaric acid by the five enzymes and EV.
Hexanoic acid was included in both assays, in order to confirm the results regarding the
hexanoic acid from the first assay, as well as to make the two assays comparable. In the first
assay, there were four true replicates for each enzyme tested with hexanoic acid and three
true replicates for each enzyme tested with octanoic acid. There were four replicates for
hexanoic acid in the first assay, as it was the most important substrate that we wanted to be
able to make conclusions regarding its activation by the five enzymes and EV. In the second
assay, there were three replicates for each enzyme tested with each one of the substrates.
Replicates are essential in this experiment, as differences occurred in the produced
luminescence, even during the pre-test for a given ATP concentration. The differences in the
observed luminescence cannot yet be explainedwith certainty. These differences could be
attributed to mistakes during the experiment or to impaired quality of one of the reagents
(e.g. due to many cycles of freeze-unfreeze). Amongst the reagents used in the substrate
preference assays, the main candidate that could lead to unexpected variation between
measurements is luciferase, as it is known to be very sensitive. Slight differences in the
luciferase reaction could explain the observed variation in luminescence of a given ATP
concentration (see Results, paragraph 3.2.1).
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In the substrate assay, the substrate reaction mixture was the same as in the pre-test, but
with a constant ATP concentration in all reaction tubes (50μM), as well as the addition of
100μM CoA and 200μM of the respective substrate. After the substrate reaction mixtures
were prepared, they were incubated at room temperature. Measurements of produced
luminescence were made a few minutes after the reactions were initiated with the addition
of the purified protein, as well as around 2 hours after the protein was added to the reaction
mixture. The luminescence was measured by withdrawing 2μl of each reaction tube and
placing them into 96-well microplates. The 96-well microplates were inserted in the
luminometer, which automatically injected 100μl of LUCI mix per well and measured the
produced luminescence (same method as the pre-test described above).
The stock solutions of CoA and LUCI mix were prepared the day of the measurement with
the luminometer and they were kept on ice until the moment of usage, as they may degrade
in more than 24 hours in aqueous solutions, even in -20oC. Additionally, the LUCI mix was
kept in dark the whole time due to its sensitivity to light. In principle, ATP dissolved in an
aqueous solution is possible to be stored in -20oC if the pH is neutral (7.0-7.5). In order to be
more accurate when estimating the ATP concentration from the produced luminescence,
the ATP stock solutions were also prepared the day of the measurement.

2.5. Verification of correct-sized proteins with SDS-PAGE
The protein verification was conducted by using SDS-PAGE. After the His-tag purifications,
10μl of each protein sample were added in SDS-PAGE to be tested for the presence of the
correct sized proteins (all were expected around 75KDa, as calculated online at
https://www.bioinformatics.org/sms/prot_mw.html).

2.6. Estimation of protein concentration
An estimation of the protein concentrations was made by comparing our purified proteins
with the Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) protein concentrations (dilutions of a known standard
BSA concentration) - a method based on the principles of Bradford protein assay. By using a
spectrophotometer, the absorbance (A590) of each protein sample was measured. A standard
curve was made for the known concentrations of the BSA protein and the protein
concentrations of the unknown samples were estimated.

2.7. Calculation of enzymatic activity – Normalization
In this chapter, there are the calculations that were used to compute the enzymatic activity
corresponding to each enzyme in the two assays.
1. The pre-test measurements (gradient ATP concentrations) were used to make linear
curves, which were used to estimate the remaining ATP concentration in the
enzymatic reactions. The process that the pre-test was produced is described in
chapter 2.4.1. In the second assay, the pre-test measurements for the 2 hours were
not conducted, thus these pre-test values were estimated by the EV, as well as the
two pre-tests of the first assay.
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By using the linear equations produced by the pre-test graphs (figures 7, 8), the
initial (10 minutes) and final (2 hours) concentration of ATP for each substrate in the
enzymatic reactions were calculated.
2. The difference between the final concentrations of ATP (C2) was deducted by the
initial concentration of ATP (C1), in order to calculate the concentration of ATP that
was consumed during each reaction.
3. Furthermore, the ATP consumption of each reaction (1) was divided by 2 (except
AtAAE17 in the second assay that was divided by 1.5, as there were no 2 hours
measurements in the second assay to obtain the amount of ATP consumed per hour.
4. Then, the ATP consumption per hour (mM/h) was divided by 1000 to obtain the
concentration of ATP in [mol/(L x hour)].
5. Finally, the consumed concentration of ATP per litre per hour of each reaction
[mol/(L x hour)] was divided by the enzyme concentration that was added in the
respective reaction. The enzyme concentrations were estimated in μg/ml by
comparing with BSA (see paragraph 2.6.). These numbers were transformed to mol
per Litre by using the proteins’ molecular weight (KDa) in
http://molbiol.edu.ru/eng/scripts/01_04.html . The obtained numbers of protein
concentration (mol/L) were increased by 30% to correspond better to the realistic
enzyme concentrations in the reaction tubes, as there was around 30% volume loss
in the protein solutions during dialysis. The exact volume loss was not possible to be
measured in the dialyzed protein tubes, thus we cannot be sure that all tubes had
the same amount of protein loss. By conducting the before mentioned five steps,
the enzyme activity [molATP/(molEnzyme*hour)] was obtained.

2.8. Exploration of Cannabis genome for CsAAE1 and CsAAE12
A recently sequenced Cannabis genome was published (Grassa et al., 2019), which
was used to check for the location of the CsAAE1 and CsAAE12 genes. The genome
analysis was conducted by using the software Geneious 8.0.

2.9. Exploration for differences at the substrate binding pocket of the
five proteins
Shah et. al (2009) presented the crystal structure of an acyl-CoA synthatase from
Methanosarcina acetivorans, which revealed the residues expressing the acyl-binding pocket
of this AAE. The amino acid sequence of the same research was utilized for the pairwise
alignment with the five proteins explored in this study (CsAAE1, CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE,
AtAAE17) and thus the identification of the amino acids expressing their substrate binding
pocket.
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3. Results
3.1. Presence of correct sized DNA after restriction-digestion
Bacterial cultures containing the five selected gene sequences (CsAAE1, CsAAE12, MdAAE,
PaAAE, AtAAE17) and the EV, were acquired and individual colonies were selected for
protein expression. As it was illustrated from an electrophoresis gel, the selected colonies
contained the respective gene of interest (figure 6) or proved to be empty (EV).
CsAAE12
1kb ladder EcoRI
10000bp
8000bp

MdAAE

PstI

EcoRI

AtAAE17

PstI

EcoRI

PstI

PaAAE
EcoRI PstI

EV
EcoRI

PstI

1500bp
1000bp
750bp
500bp

A

250bp

CsAAE1
1kb ladder
10000bp
8000bp

EcoRI

PstI

1000bp

C
500bp
400bp
300bp
200bp
100bp

B
Figure 6. (A): Electrophoresis gel illustrating the restricted-digested DNA fragments (bands)
corresponding to the inserted plasmids with the containing genes – CsAAE12, MdAAE, AtAAE17,
PaAAE, EV). The double bands that appear at the digestions with PstI are due to incomplete digestion,
thus both the undigested and digested fragment are present in the gel. (B): Electrophoresis gel
illustrating the restricted-digested DNA fragments (bands) corresponding to the inserted plasmid with
the containing gene (CsAAE1). (C): The two tables indicate the expected size of fragments that should
appear in the electrophoresis gel, after the restriction-digestion by PtsI and Ecor I, in order to confirm
the presence of the correct genes in the respective plasmids. Due to “smiling”, the fragments are not
exactly where they were expected in comparison with the ladder, but slightly elevated. The presence
of the correct genes in the respective plasmids can be confirmed with these results. EV expected
fragments are not indicated in the tables, but these are 5675bp (Ecor I) and 4927 (PstI)

3.2. Substrate preference assay
Due to the fact that the first measurement of luminescence for all reaction tubes was made
around 10 minutes after the injection of the respective protein, a complication was
introduced to the interpretation of the results. Initially, the same concentration of ATP was
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added to all reaction tubes (50mM), but there is variation in the first (10minutes)
measurements between the reaction tubes of different proteins and in some cases there is
also variation between the reaction tubes corresponding to the replicates of the same
protein-substrate reaction. In order for this variation between true replicates to be taken
into consideration, the graphs illustrating the substrate preference assay measurements
depict the results from all true replicates rather than an average for each enzyme.
3.2.1. Pre-test measurements

Pre-test ATP 10min

Luminescence (raw
memasurements)

y = 70723x + 238942
R² = 0,9899
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y = 42458x + 212664
R² = 0,9786
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(raw measurements)

20

Pre-test ATP 2h20min
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0
0

B
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ATP concentration (mM)

Figure 7. Pre-test in assay 1 (gradient concentrations of ATP and the respective produced
luminescence). (A): Luminescence produced in the pre-test reactions 10 minutes after the injection of
ATP. (B): Luminescence produced in the pre-test reactions 2 hours and 20 minutes after the injection
of ATP.

The results from the pre-tests were first used to construct the linear equations depicted in
the graphs 7, 8, which were used to prove the linear association between ATP concentration
and luminescence during the first assay. In addition, the linear equations were used for the
estimation of the remaining ATP concentration in the reaction tubes and the subsequent
calculation of normalized enzymatic activity (see Materials & Methods 2.7).
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There is linear association between ATP concentrations and luminescence, but there is also
some unexplained variation. Specifically, there is variation between the ATP concentrations
and the produced luminescence of the different pre-tests (figures 7, 8) or even between the
two replicates of e.g. 50mM ATP (see figure 7B).
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Figure 8. Pre-test in assay 2 (gradient concentrations of ATP and the respective produced
luminescence). (A): Luminescence produced in the pre-test reactions 10 minutes after the injection of
ATP. (B): Estimated luminescence produced in the pre-test reactions 2 hours after the injection of
ATP.

One important problem is that the 2 hours pre-test of the second assay was not conducted,
due to lack of time. Therefore, the numbers depicted in figure 8B were estimated by using
values from the progress of the EV during the second assay. Also, the difference between
the 2 hours and the 10 minutes measurements of the pre-test from the first assay were used
to estimate the values of second assay’s pre-test for the 2 hours’ time point.
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3.2.2. Raw measurements of luminescence
In the first assay, when the initial concentration of ATP was estimated by the 10 minutes
measurement, no significant differences were observed between the six treatments (five
enzymes and one empty vector) (see table 2). In the second assay there are some significant
differences between some of the treatments, but those cannot be trusted and are not
discussed further as none of the proteins have significantly different reaction progress
compared to the EV (see table 6). When the 10 minutes measurements are used as the
starting point for the reactions, there is a lot of variation between the five enzymes and the
EV, thus making it difficult to draw conclusions based on these results. The existing variation
between the 10 minute measurements is not possible to be explained with confidence. It is
possible that despite an initial “flicking” of the reaction tubes, the existing variation is a
result of inadequate homogenization in the reaction tubes, as some 10 minutes
measurements illustrated even a higher than 50mM ATP concentration (50mM were the
initial ATP concentration). Another explanation could be that the LUCI mix, which is
maintained in ice until its utilization by the luminometer, is still in lower than optimum
temperature for the luciferin-luciferase reaction to be conducted, thus leading to a more or
less intense produced luminescence than it should. The latter theory is supported by the fact
that the LUCI mix is adjusted to room temperature when the 2hours measurement is
conducted, thus leading to more consistent measurements between the true replicates of
each enzyme-substrate reaction.
When the 0 minutes measurements were used for the calculations and the difference
between the luminescence produced at 0 minutes and 2 hours was computed, there were
significant differences between the following treatments (see tables 1 and 5): For the first
assay, CsAAE1 differed significantly from CsAAE12, PaAAE and EV; CsAAE12 from CsAAE1
and EV; MdAAE from PaAAE and EV; PaAAE from CsAAE1, MdAAE, AtAAE17 and EV; AtAAE17
from PaAAE and EV. For the second assay, CsAAE1 differed significantly from CsAAE12,
MdAAE, PaAAE, AtAAE17 and EV; CsAAE12 from CsAAE1, MdAAE and EV; MdAAE from
CsAAE1, CsAAE12 and AtAAE17; PaAAE from CsAAE1 and EV; AtAAE17 from CsAAE1, MdAAE
and EV. The comparison between the 0 minutes and 2 (or 2:20) hours measurements are
more trustworthy compared to the comparison between 10 minutes and 2 (or 2:20) hours
measurement, as there is less variation between the true replicates of each reaction.
Moreover, when the 0 minutes measurements are used for the comparisons between
enzymes (for one substrate)CsAAE1, CsAAE12, PaAAE and AtAAE17 differ significantly from
the EV, in both assays. MdAAE differs significantly from EV in the first assay for both
substrates (hexanoic and octanoic acid), but does not differ significantly from EV in the
second assay for hexanoic and decanoic acid, thus it was probably not functional in the
second assay.
The main result that derives from tables 1 and 5 (when the 0minutes measurement was
used) is that all five proteins in both assays have activated hexanoic acid significantly more
than the EV. Moreover, in both assays, when looking at the raw measurements of
luminescence (see figures 9, 10), CsAAE1 activated hexanoic acid more than the other four
enzymes, but not always significantly. Specifically, when the 0minutes measurements are
used, the better performance of CsAAE1 compared to the other four enzymes is significant
for CsAAE12 and PaAAE in assay 1 and significant for CsAAE12 in assay 2.The obtained raw
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measurements of luminescence and the respective graphs regarding octanoic acid, decanoic
acid and p-coumaric acid for the five enzymes and EV can be seen in appendix III, figureA3,
A4, A5.

Figure 9. Assay 1: Luminescence produced by the five proteins and EV during the reaction with
hexanoic acid. The initial amount of produced luminescence (0 minutes) in the reaction tubes was
estimated by the luminescence produced from the pre-test tubes containing 50mM of ATP.
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Figure 10. Assay 2: Luminescence produced by the five proteins and EV during the reaction with
hexanoic acid. The initial amount of produced luminescence (0 minutes) in the reaction tubes was
estimated by the luminescence produced from the pre-test tubes containing 50mM of ATP.
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3.2.3. Normalization of data for enzyme concentrations
The obtained measurements of luminescence were normalized for the enzyme
concentrations that were estimated with the BSA method (see Materials & Methods,
paragraph 2.7). The enzyme concentrations of the two assays are illustrated in figures 11
and 12. The enzyme concentration of EV was not possible to be calculated with BSA, as the
protein concentration in the EV tubes was lower than the most diluted version of BSA.
Therefore, no comparisons could be made between the enzymatic activity of EV and the five
normalized for the enzyme concentrations proteins. A problem that appeared with the
normalized data is that there are differences between the enzyme activities of the same
enzyme-substrate reaction, depending on which measurements were chosen as the initial
amount of produced luminescence (0 minutes or 10 minutes measurement). This
complication was expected as differences in the initial amount of ATP lead to differences in
the calculated ATP consumption for each enzyme-substrate and subsequently to the
enzymatic activities of the respective reactions.
When looking at the normalized data for hexanoic acid (see figure 13; tables 3, 4, 7, 8),
CsAAE1 activates hexanoic acid significantly better than CsAAE12 in the first assay when the
0 minutes measurements were used for the calculations (see figure 13; table 3), but when
the 10 minutes measurements were used for the calculations (see table 4), the better
efficiency of CsAAE1 compared to CsAAE12 is not significant. In the second assay, CsAAE12
has significantly higher enzymatic activity for hexanoic acid when the 0 minutes
measurements were used for the calculations (see figure 13; table 7), but this difference is
also not significant when using the 10 minutes measurements (see table 8). MdAAE activates
hexanoic acid significantly better than the other four enzymes in the first assay,
irrespectively of which initial measurements (0 minutes or 10 minutes) are used for the
calculation of enzymatic activities (see figure 13; tables 3, 4); MdAAE was not functional in
the second assay. PaAAE has higher enzymatic activity compared to CsAAE1, CsAAE12 and
AtAAE17 in the first assay (see figure 13; tables 3, 4); in the second assay, PaAAE did not
perform equally well, but maybe the enzyme was not functional (see figure 13; tables 7, 8).
AtAAE17 induces the least activation in both assays when calibrated for the concentration of
the enzyme in the reaction (see figure 13). AtAAE17 has significantly less enzymatic activity
compared to the other four enzymes in the first assay when the 0 minutes measurement
were used for the calculations (see figure 13; table 3). When the 10 minutes measurements
were used for the calculations in the first assay, AtAAE17 has significantly less enzymatic
activity compared to CsAAE1, MdAAE and PaAAE (see figure 13; table 4). There were no 2
hour measurements for AtAAE17 in the second assay, thus its enzymatic activity was not
calculated.
After normalization for the enzyme concentrations, CsAAE12 activates p-coumaric acid
significantly more than CsAAE1, but the respective activation only consumed 1-3mM of ATP.
There is no other substrate that was found to be activated significantly more from one of the
four enzymes (CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE, AtAAE17) compared to CsAAE1. MdAAE was not
efficiently tested for the activation of decanoic acid and p-coumaric acid, as it was not
functional in the second assay.
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Figure 11. Assay 1: Enzyme concentrations calculated with the BSA method.
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Figure 12. Assay 2: Enzyme concentrations calculated with the BSA method.
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Figure 13. Enzyme activities for hexanoic acid, calculated for the five enzymes (CsAAE1, CsAAE12,
MdAAE, PaAAE, AtAAE17). Replicates can be visualized separately, in order to illustrate the variation
between the (true) replicates of the same reaction. The different colours correspond to the first or
second assay, as well as the initial measurements used for the calculations of enzymatic activities
(0minutes or 10 minutes measurements)
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3.2.4. Comparison of substrates for each enzyme
The comparison of substrate activation for each enzyme separately is independent of the
protein concentration that was used in the assays. Thus, the following results are more
reliable compared to the previous results described in paragraphs 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. Pairwise
comparisons between substrates for each enzyme were not analysed statistically for
significant differences.
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CsAAE1 d

Substrate
Figure 14. Comparison of substrates activated by CsAAE1 in two assays. The activation of substrates
was compared by using the 2 hours raw measurements of luminescence. Less luminescence
corresponds to a better activated substrate

When looking at the 2 hours raw measurements of luminescence, the obtained results
regarding CsAAE1 coincide with the results of Stout et al. 2012. Hexanoic acid was activated
very efficiently; Octanoic acid was activated in a similar fashion as hexanoic acid; decanoic
acid was activated less than hexanoic and octanoic acid; p-coumaric acid was just slightly
activated by CsAAE1.
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Figure 15. Comparison of substrates activated by CsAAE12 in two assays. The activation of substrates
was compared by using the 2 hours raw measurements of luminescence. Less luminescence
corresponds to a better activated substrate

In the first assay, CsAAE12 seems to have activated hexanoic and octanoic acid with similar
efficiency. In the second assay, it seems that hexanoic acid was activated slightly better
compared to decanoic and p-coumaric acid.
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Figure 16. Comparison of substrates activated by MdAAE in two assays. The activation of substrates
was compared by using the 2 hours raw measurements of luminescence. Less luminescence
corresponds to a better activated substrate
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In the first assay, MdAAE seems to have activated hexanoic and octanoic acid equally
efficiently. In the second assay, MdAAE was not shown to be functional.
PaAAE
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Figure 17. Comparison of substrates activated by PaAAE in two assays. The activation of substrates
was compared by using the 2 hours raw measurements of luminescence. Less luminescence
corresponds to a better activated substrate

In the first assay, PaAAE seems to have activated hexanoic and octanoic acid with similar
efficiency. In the second assay, PaAAE was probably not functional.
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Figure 18. Comparison of substrates activated by AtAAE17 in two assays. The activation of substrates
was compared by using the 2 hours raw measurements of luminescence. Less luminescence
corresponds to a better activated substrate

In the first assay, hexanoic and octanoic acid seem to have been activated similarly well. In
the second assay, hexanoic, decanoic and p-coumaric acid seem to have also been activated
equally efficiently.
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Figure 19. Comparison of substrates activated by EV in two assays. The activation of substrates was
compared by using the 2 hours raw measurements of luminescence. Less luminescence corresponds
to a better activated substrate
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In the first assay, EV does not show to have activated any substrates and there is no
variation between the true replicates. In the second assay there seems to be some activation
of hexanoic acid, even though this is not theoretically possible. Moreover, there is some
variation between the true replicates.
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The absolute values of the mean differences between the enzymes are depicted in all tables.

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

Hexanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

161384,25*

107291,50

319814,50*

104516,50

565990,50*

CsAAE12

161384,25*

-

54092,75

158430,25

56867,7500

404606,25*

MdAAE

107291,5

54092,75

-

212523*

2775

458699*

PaAAE

319814,5*

158430,25

212523*

-

215298*

246176*

AtAAE17

104516,5

56867,75

2775

215298*

-

461474*

Octanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

173366,33*

43629

220360,33*

27943,66

601903*

CsAAE12

173366,33*

-

129737,33*

46994

201310*

428536,66*

MdAAE

43629

129737,33*

-

176731,33*

71572,66

558274*

PaAAE

220360,33*

46994

176731,33*

-

248304*

381542,66*

AtAAE17

27943,66

201310*

71572,66

248304*

-

629846,66*

Table 1. Pairwise comparisons of the luminescence produced by the five enzymes and EV during the
activation of substrates in Assay 1. This table presents the results when the 0 minutes measurements
were used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

Hexanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

139635

175881,50

341179,5

24491,25

183231,5

CsAAE12

139635

-

36246,5

201544,5

164126,25

322866,5

MdAAE

175881,5

36246,5

-

165298

200372,75

359113

PaAAE

341179,5

201544,5

165298

-

365670,75

524411

AtAAE17

24491,25

164126,25

200372,75

365670,75

-

158740,25

Octanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

622010*

597076,66*

633737*

142614,33

123593,66

CsAAE12

622010*

-

24933,33

11727

479395,66*

498416,33*

MdAAE

597076,66*

24933,33

-

36660,33

454462,33*

473483*

PaAAE

633737*

11727

36660,33

-

491122,66*

510143,33*

AtAAE17

142614,33

479395,66*

454462,33*

491122,66*

-

19020,66

Table 2. Pairwise comparisons of the luminescence produced by the five enzymes and EV during the
activation of substrates in Assay 1. This table presents the results when the 10 minutes
measurements were used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.
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CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

Hexanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

22125*

16675*

9625*

30662,5*

-

CsAAE12

22125*

-

38800*

12500*

8537,5*

-

MdAAE

16675*

38800*

-

26300*

47337,5*

-

PaAAE

9625*

12500*

26300*

-

21037,5*

-

AtAAE17

30662,5*

8537,5*

47337,5*

21037,5*

-

-

Octanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

21300,00*

19766,66*

4866,66

27480*

-

CsAAE12

21300*

-

41066,66*

16433,33*

6180*

-

MdAAE

19766,66*

41066,66*

-

24633,33*

47246,66*

-

PaAAE

4866,66

16433,33*

24633,33*

-

22613,33*

-

AtAAE17

27480*

6180*

47246,66*

22613,33*

-

-

Table 3. Pairwise comparisons of the enzyme activity (normalized measurements) for the activation
of substrates in Assay 1. This table presents the results when the 0 minutes measurements were
used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

Hexanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

11830

27850*

8875

20350*

-

CsAAE12

11830

-

39680*

20705*

8520

-

MdAAE

27850*

39680*

-

18975*

48200*

-

PaAAE

8875

20705*

18975*

-

29225*

-

AtAAE17

20350*

8520

48200*

29225*

-

-

Octanoic acid – Assay 1
CsAAE1

-

2166,66

37033,33*

19033,33*

13830

-

CsAAE12

2166,66

-

39200*

21200,00*

11663,33

-

MdAAE

37033,33*

39200,00*

-

18000,00*

50863,33*

-

PaAAE

19033,33*

21200*

18000*

-

32863,33*

-

AtAAE17

13830

11663,33

50863,33*

32863,33*

-

-

Table 4. Pairwise comparisons of the enzyme activity (normalized measurements) for the activation
of substrates in Assay 1. This table presents the results when the 10 minutes measurements were
used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.
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AtAAE17 is colored green as the measurements were taken after 1:30hours, instead of 2 hours.

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE
Hexanoic acid

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE
AtAAE17

2451576,66*
3534224,33*
2780610,33*
2193678,66*

2451576,66*
1082647,66*
329033,66
257898

3534224,33*
1082647,66*
753614
1340545,66*

2780610,33*
329033,66
753614
586931,66

2193678,66*
257898,00
1340545,66*
586931,66
-

3524858,33*
1073281,66*
9366,0000
744248*
1331179,66*

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE
AtAAE17

1679990,66*
2052389*
1633089,66*
949890,33

1679990,66*
372398,33
46901
730100,33

1633089,66*
46901
419299,33
683199,33

949890,33
730100,33
1102498,66*
683199,33
-

2680674,33*
1000683,66*
628285,33
1047584,66*
1730784*

Decanoic acid
2052389*
372398,33
419299,33
1102498,66*

p-coumaric
acid
CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE
AtAAE17

80078
147672
306609,33
390044
2533467,33*
80078
227750
386687,33
309966
2613545,33*
147672
227750
158937,33
537716
2385795,33*
306609,33
386687,33
158937,33
696653,33
2226858*
390044
309966
537716
696653,33
2923511,33*
Table 5. Pairwise comparisons of the luminescence produced by the five enzymes and EV during the
activation of substrates in Assay 2. This table presents the results when the 0 minutes measurements
were used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE
AtAAE17

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE
Hexanoic acid

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

2004193,33
4018002,66*
3011038,66*
3541917,66*

2004193,33
2013809,33
1006845,33
1537724,33

4018002,66*
2013809,33
1006964
476085

3011038,66*
1006845,33
1006964
530879

3541917,66*
1537724,33
476085
530879*
-

1733287
270906,33
2284715,66
1277751,66
1808630,66

4195950,66*
2435925,66
508806
2203172,33

1992778,33
232753,33
1694366,33
2203172,33
-

2270177,33
510152,33
1416967,33
1925773,33
277399

Decanoic acid
CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE
AtAAE17

1760025
3687144,66*
4195950,66*
1992778,33

1760025
1927119,66
2435925,66
232753,33

3687144,66*
1927119,66
508806
1694366,33

p-coumaric
acid
CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE
AtAAE17

3522269,66*
2637001,33
922170,33
291647
486870
3522269,66*
885268,33
2600099,33
3230622,66* 3035399,66*
2637001,33
885268,33
1714831
2345354,33
2150131,33
922170,33
2600099,33
1714831
630523,33
435300,33
291647
3230622,66*
2345354,33
630523,33
195223
Table 6. Pairwise comparisons of the luminescence produced by the five enzymes and EV during the
activation of substrates in Assay 2. This table presents the results when the 10 minutes
measurements were used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.
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AtAAE17 is colored green as the measurements were taken after 1:30hours, instead of 2 hours, and
thus were not used for comparing the enzymatic activities with other enzymes.

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE
Hexanoic acid

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE

24133,33*
17900
7000

24133,33*
42033,33*
17133,33

17900
42033,33*
24900*

7000
17133,33
24900*
-

-

-

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE

2216,66
3473,33
1903,33

-

-

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE

7331,33
1555,33
6685,33

-

-

Decanoic acid
3473,33
1903,33
5690
313,33
5376,66
5376,66
p-coumaric
acid
7331,33
1555,33
6685,33
8886,66
14016,66*
8886,66
5130
14016,66*
5130
2216,66
5690
313,33

Table 7. Pairwise comparisons of the enzyme activity (normalized measurements) for the activation
of substrates in Assay 2. This table presents the results when the 0 minutes measurements were
used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE
CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE
Hexanoic acid

PaAAE

AtAAE17

EV

25200
40450
5960

25200
65650*
31160

40450
65650*
34490

5960
31160
34490
-

-

-

-

-

53200
1593,33
7483,33

Decanoic acid
53200
1593,33
7483,33
51606,66
60683,33*
51606,66
9076,66
60683,33*
9076,66
p-coumaric
acid

CsAAE1
CsAAE12
MdAAE
PaAAE

97820*
76320*
24620
97820*
21500
73200*
76320*
21500
51700
24620
73200*
51700
Table 8. Pairwise comparisons of the enzyme activity (normalized measurements) for the activation
of substrates in Assay 2. This table presents the results when the 10 minutes measurements were
used for the calculations.
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0,05 level.
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3.3. Verification of proteins in the substrate preference assay
After His-tag purification, the purified proteins were examined for the presence of the
correct-sized proteins with SDS-PAGE. In both gels (see figure 20 A, B), the five proteins have
similar size. The similar size is re-assuring that the correct proteins were used in the assays,
as they are all expected to be around 70-75 kDa. Nevertheless, for unknown reasons the
protein ladder that was used as a marker in the SDS- PAGE gels did not show clear bands
that illustrate the respective size of each band. For this reason we cannot be sure that the
correct proteins were used in the substrate preference assay.
Marker
CsAAE1 CsAAE12 MdAAE PaAAE AtAAE17

A
Marker

CsAAE1

CsAAE12

MdAAE

PaAAE

AtAAE17

B

Figure 20. SDS – PAGE of the His-tag purified proteins (combination of elution fraction 2+3 per protein
sample) from Assay 1 (A) and 2 (B)
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3.4. CsAAE1 and CsAAE12 are tandem duplicates
After exploring the recently published (Grassa et al., 2019) genome of Cannabis by searching
for the location of the sequences of CsAAE1 and CsAAE12, it was realized that the two genes
are adjacent to each other. This result confirms the hypothesis of Stout et al. (2012) as
CsAAE1 seems to have originated from a tandem duplication of CsAAE12 (see figure 21).

Figure 21. In this picture from Geneious, it is visualized that CsAAE1 and CsAAE12 are adjacent to each
other in the Cannabis genome, thus indicating the tandem duplication that led to the creation of
CsAAE1

3.5. Identification of amino acid differences in the substrate binding
pocket of the five proteins
As it can be seen in figure 22, the three amino acid regions encoding for the substrate
binding pocket are very similar amongst the five proteins. Specifically, CsAAE12, MdAAE and
PaAAE are expected to be able to activate the same substrates, as no differences can be
identified between them in their substrate binding pocket. CsAAE1 differs from the other
three proteins (CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE) by three amino acids (two differences in region 1
and one difference in region 3). In region 1 of CsAAE1’s substrate binding pocket, the
conserved amongst the other four proteins Ala392 has been replaced with a Glycine and
Cys394 has been replaced with a Serine. Moreover, in region 3 the Tyr509 that appears in
CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE and AtAAE17 has been replaced with a Methionine in CsAAE1.
Regarding AtAAE17, there is the replacement of the Ala388 in region 1 that appears in the
other four proteins with a Serine.
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A

B

C

Figure 22. Pairwise alignment of the acyl-CoA synthatase from Methanosarcina acetivorans (Shah et
al., 2009) and the five protein sequences (CsAAE12, CsAAE1, PaAAE, MdAAE, AtAAE17). The three
highlighted regions in the sequence are expressing the substrate binding pocket. (A): Region 1, (B):
Region 2, (C): Region 3
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4. Discussion & Recommendations
Acyl –activating enzymes (AAEs) are proteins that can activate carboxylic acids through a
process called adenylation. CsAAE1 is an AAE, which is highly expressed in the glandular
trichomes of C. sativa. CsAAE1 is considered to conduct the first step of the cannabinoid
pathway by activating hexanoic acid to hexanoyl-CoA (Stout et al., 2012). There are no other
plants that are known to have a CsAAE1 gene that can activate hexanoic acid. Stout et al.
(2012) found that there is a close relative of CsAAE1, namely CsAAE12, but in their
experiments, they did not explore the function of CsAAE12. By looking at the phylogenetic
tree of Stout et al. (2012) (see appendix II, figure A2), it was found that the closest relative of
CsAAE1 is CsAAE12. CsAAE1 is predicted to be localized in the cytosol, whereas CsAAE12 in
the peroxisome of the plant cells. There are orthologues of CsAAE12 and CsAAE1 in various
plant spp., by which the most are also predicted to be localized in the peroxisome of the
respective plant cells (see figure 4). Cytosolic localization of CsAAE1 is confirmed in planta
(Stout et al. 2012), but localization of CsAAE12 and its orthologues has not yet been
experimentally verified. The function of CsAAE12 and its homologues is still unknown. Due
to evolutionary conservation, it is hypothesized that CsAAE12 and its homologues are
conducting an important function in plant metabolism and thus were maintained in the
plant genomes for millions of years.
In this study, genetic analysis was conducted using the Geneious software, which illustrated
that CsAAE12 is probably the tandem duplicate and paralogue copy of CsAAE1, as CsAAE1
and CsAAE12 are adjacent in the Cannabis genome. Furthermore, the function of CsAAE1,
CsAAE12 and three orthologues of CsAAE12 from M. domestica
(XP_008393274.1/MdAAE), P. andersonii (PON3700/PaAAE) and A. thaliana (AtAAE17)
was tested by estimating the ATP depletion caused by the before mentioned enzymes with a
luciferase-coupled substrate preference assay. An Empty Vector (EV) was included in the
functional analysis to be used as a negative control. Due to sequence similarity of CsAAE12,
MdAAE, PaAAE and AtAAE17 with CsAAE1, they are all expected to be able to activate
hexanoic acid. Thus, the test for the ability of these enzymes to activate hexanoic acid, as
well as other substrates (octanoic, decanoic and p-coumaric acid) was chosen as the first
step towards the exploration of their function in the peroxisome. The aim of this research
was to study the evolution of CsAAE1, as well as investigate the function of CsAAE12 and its
orthologues in the plant peroxisome.
Stout et al. investigated the function of CsAAE1 by testing different substrates, but in their
research they compared the function of CsAAE1 with CsAAE3. CsAAE3 is a more distant
relative compared to CsAAE12. Stout et al. (2012) proved that CsAAE1 preferentially
activated hexanoic acid and octanoic acid, compared to the other substrates that were
tested with CsAAE1. Moreover, the researchers of the same study illustrated that CsAAE1
was able to activate decanoic acid and p-coumaric acid in some extent. CsAAE3 was shown
by Stout et al. (2012) to activate most substrates more efficiently, compared to CsAAE1 (see
appendix II, figure A1). Nevertheless, hexanoic acid was activated about 20% more efficiently
by CsAAE1 compared to CsAAE3.
In this study, the results of Stout et al. (2012) were confirmed as hexanoic acid and octanoic
acid were activated almost equally by CsAAE1; decanoic acid was activated almost half
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efficiently compared to hexanoic acid; and p-coumaric acid was activated in a very small
extent (see figure 14). Additionally, activation of hexanoic acid by CsAAE1, CsAAE12 and
AtAAE17 was shown in both assays that were conducted in this research, whereas MdAAE
and PaAAE activated hexanoic acid in the first assay, but seemed to be non-functional in the
second assay. The fact that hexanoic acid is possible to be activated by the five enzymes
provides a clue for the function of these enzymes in the peroxisome. Nevertheless, the
result of MdAAE and PaAAE being able to activate hexanoic acid still needs to be confirmed
in a future experiment.
Two different initial measurements (0 minutes and 10 minutes) were used for the
comparisons between enzymes for the activation of each substrate. When the 10 minutes
measurements were used, there was a lot of variation that lead to confusing results and thus
these are not discussed. When the 0 minutes measurements were used as the initial
measurement, the raw measurements of produced luminescence after 2 hours that each
enzyme was injected in the respective reaction tubes suggests that CsAAE1 is able to
activate hexanoic acid better than the other four enzymes, in both assays (see figures 9, 10).
The better efficiency of CsAAE1 is significant compared to CsAAE12 in both assays (tables 1,
5). The specialized ability of CsAAE1 to activate hexanoic acid compared to the other
proteins, would have proved the sub-neofunctionalization of CsAAE1 (compared to its
potential ancestral function), but after adjusting the consumed ATP results for the enzyme
concentration inside the respective reaction tubes, the results were not conclusive. By
looking the normalized data, in the first assay CsAAE1 seemed to activate hexanoic acid
more efficiently compared to CsAAE12, but this result is contradicted in the second assay
(figure 13). The experiment should be repeated, in order to acquire more conclusive results.
For improvements regarding future experiments see the next paragraph.
There are a few complications regarding the normalization of the measurements of
luminescence in this experiment. When normalizing for the enzyme concentration in each
tube, it is assumed that the enzymes are having maximum activity for the whole duration of
the reaction. This is problematic because enzymes (in general) do not react with their
substrate at the maximum reaction rate (Vmax) during the whole reaction period, but only
when they are saturated from their substrate. Therefore, there are probably differences
amongst the enzymes tested in this study, which may lead to a different outcome than the
results obtained after normalizing our raw measurements of luminescence for the enzyme
concentrations. The solution to this problem would be to inject equal amount of each
enzyme in the reaction tubes, from the beginning of the reaction (2μg of enzyme in each
reaction, as indicated by Schneider et al. 2005 and Stout et al. 2012). Equal amount of all
enzymes would have been added in our experiments, but in our case the experiment
(purifications & substrate preference assay) had to be completed in one day, as the purified
proteins could not be maintained overnight in the fridge or freezer; and the working hours
of the laboratory were not sufficient to conduct the protein estimation assay in the same
day. Thus, equal volume of enzyme was injected in the reaction tubes to initiate the
reactions, irrespectively of the protein concentration corresponding to each of the five
enzymes. A potential solution to the lack of sufficient time would be the collaboration of
two researchers during the day of the experiment. One person could conduct the BSA
protein estimation assay of the purified and dialyzed protein fractions, while the other one is
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preparing the substrate specificity assay. The general contribution of a second person to the
experiment would facilitate the completion of the whole experiment in one day (except SDSPAGE). Another potential solution would be to work in a laboratory that remains open for
more than 15 hours in one day. Finally, one more complication regarding the normalization
was that the BSA protein estimation assay was conducted by using the elution fractions 2
and 3 that were obtained from the His-tag purifications. For the substrate preference assay,
combination of elution fractions 2 and 3 was also made, but those were added in the
reaction tubes after dialysis. During dialysis there was about 30% volume loss, thus leading
to an increased concentration of the proteins added to the reactions compared to the
concentrations that were estimated with BSA. For this reason, a 30% increase was made to
the concentrations that were estimated for our proteins by comparing with BSA.
Nevertheless, we cannot be sure that during the dialysis the observed volume loss was the
same for all the protein samples. The best solution to this problem would be to keep some
of the dialyzed protein that was used in the assay and conduct the protein concentration
estimations on the dialyzed samples. This was not possible in our case as there was
restricted amount of dialyzed protein and thus all of it had to be used in the assay, in order
to conduct all the necessary reactions. A solution to this problem could be to induce the
protein expression to E. coli cultures grown in bigger than 250ml flasks (e.g. 1L), thus leading
to the production of more protein, which would be adequate for the assays and the
subsequent or beforehand protein concentration estimation with BSA.
Octanoic acid, decanoic acid and p-coumaric assay were tested for their activation by the
five AAEs once. Octanoic acid was activated by the five enzymes similarly to hexanoic acid
(see appendix III, figure A3). The latter result is not surprising due to the fact that octanoic
acid is also a medium-chain fatty acid, like hexanoic acid, and the two substrates only differ
for two carbon atoms. Decanoic acid was activated by CsAAE1, CsAAE12 and AtAAE17 (see
appendix III, figure A4), but to smaller extent compared to hexanoate and octanoate. Finally,
by looking the raw measurements of luminescence for p-coumaric acid; CsAAE1 and
CsAAE12 seem to have activated p-coumaric acid almost equally, but to a very small extent
(see appendix III, figure A5). MdAAE and PaAAE were probably not functional and should be
tested again, in order to obtain realistic results about their ability to activate decanoic and pcoumaric acid. Regarding the substrate comparisons for each enzyme, the results for each
substrate can be visualized in figures 14-19, but those results need to undergo a statistical
analysis, in order to be checked for significant differences.
There are hundreds of compounds inside plants that may be activated by the five enzymes
explored in this research (CsAAE1, CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE, AtAAE17) or the rest of the
enzymes of Clade II (figure 4). Apart from the substrates that were explored in this study and
need to be re-tested to be confirmed, it is recommended that future studies explore the
ability of the same enzymes to activate other medium-chain fatty acids (e.g. dodecanoic
acid); long-chain fatty acids (e.g. myristic acid) and other substrates containing aromatic
rings (e.g. ferulic acid). Moreover, as CsAAE1 has been proved to efficiently activate
hexanoic acid, it is possible that CsAAE12 and its orthologues are able to activate a substrate
similar to hexanoic acid. A compound that is similar to hexanoic acid and may be activated
better than hexanoic acid by CsAAE12 and its orthologues is 6-aminohexanoic acid (or
aminocaproic acid).
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In this study, the substrate binding pocket of AAEs was investigated by pairwise aligning the
sequences of the five enzymes explored in this research with the sequence of
Methanosarcina acetivorans (Shah et al., 2009). This comparison illustrated that between
CsAAE1 and CsAAE12 there are three amino acid differences in the substrate binding pocket
region. A future study could experiment by inserting in E.coli all the possible intermediate
sequences of CsAAE1 and CsAAE12 that derive from the three amino acid differences. In
such way, as long as the sub-neofunctionalization of CsAAE1 is proved, it would be easy to
pinpoint which amino acid determines the more efficient activation of hexanoic acid by
CsAAE1.
A future research that will extent the investigation of the five AAEs investigated in this study,
should confirm the predicted localization of these enzymes in the peroxisome of the plant
cells. The verification of the presence of the four enzymes (CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE,
AtAAE17) in the peroxisome can be conducted with a protein fusion of the respective
protein with GFP or YFP and the subsequent transient expression in Nicotiana benthamiana
leaves. If there is a successful transformation protocol of the plant from which the protein
derives (e.g. Arabidopsis and Parasponia), the transient expression could be conducted in
leaves of the respective plant instead of tobacco. Additionally, if a transformation protocol
for Cannabis will become available, it will become possible to experimentally verify the
putative function of CsAAE1 in the cannabinoid pathway.
The research of Ebeed et al. (2018) illustrated the upregulation of peroxisomal AAEs under
various stress conditions in Tricitcum aestivum, Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) and the
bryophyte Physcomitrella patens. The results of Ebeed et al. (2018) provide a first indication
regarding the function of AAEs in the peroxisome, namely that they are contributing to the
response of plants to drought, dehydration and abscisic acid (ABA). A project that could
combine the work of Ebeed et al. (2018) with this study would be to conduct gene
expression analysis by using RT-qPCR or RNA sequencing to measure the expression of
CsAAE1, CsAAE12, MdAAE, PaAAE and AtAAE17 under normal and various stress conditions.
In such way it would be possible to confirm the upregulation of peroxisomal AAEs under
stress conditions and acquire more information regarding their function, while CsAAE1 is
likely upregulated in trichomes. Another potential future study inspired by the work of
Ebeed et al. (2018) would be the genetic modification of Arabidopsis, in order to knock out
the AtAAE17 gene. Subsequently, the phenotyping of Arabidopsis mutants could take place
under normal and stress conditions, in order to potentially identify differences compared to
the plant’s wild type.
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6. Appendices
I.

Sequences of cannabinoid pathway genes

Cannabinoids
CsAAE1
TKS (Tetraketide Synthase/Polyketide synthase/Olivetol
synthase)
OAC (Olivetolic Acid Cyclase)
CBGA synthase (Aromatic Prenyltransferase)
THCA synthase
CBDA synthase
CBCA synthase
Table A1. List of cannabinoids genes
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II.

Supplementary figures

A

B

Figure A1. Substrate preference assay of (A) CsAAE1 and (B) CsAAE3. Stout et al. (2012), tested the
activation of various carboxylic acids after purifying a recombinant CsAAE1 and conducting a
luciferase-based substrate assay, as made in this study (see materials & methods, paragraph 2.4).
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Figure A2. Phylogenetic tree made by Stout et al. (2012). CsAAE1 and CsAAE12 are in the same clade
(IIa).
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III.

Figures for octanoic acid, decanoic acid and p-coumaric acid

Figure A3. Assay 1: Luminescence produced by the five proteins and EV during the reaction with
octanoic acid. The initial amount of produced luminescence (0 minutes) in the reaction tubes was
estimated by the luminescence produced from the pre-test tubes containing 50mM of ATP.
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Figure A4. Assay 2: Luminescence produced by the five proteins and EV during the reaction with
decanoic acid. The initial amount of produced luminescence (0 minutes) in the reaction tubes was
estimated by the luminescence produced from the pre-test tubes containing 50mM of ATP.
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Figure A5. Assay 2: Luminescence produced by the five proteins and EV during the reaction with pcoumaric acid. The initial amount of produced luminescence (0 minutes) in the reaction tubes was
estimated by the luminescence produced from the pre-test tubes containing 50mM of ATP.
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